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As reflections of the way in which a troubadour presented himself in 
his songs, Marcabru's two thirteenth-century biographies, despite 
their many differences, offer us essentially similar images of the early 
twelfth-century poet. ' Both furnish brief details of questionable 
reliability concerning his background: he was either of obscure 
origins, a foundling brought up by one N'Aldric del Vilar (MS A), or 
of lowly birth, the son of a poor woman called Marcabruna (MS K)3 
The first vida emphasises his reputation: 

E fo maul cridatz et ausitz pel mon, e doptatz per sa 
lenga, 

(He was very famous and people listened to him throughout the 
world, and he was feared because of his sharp tongue) 

while the second biography records that 

Trobaire fa dels premiers c'om se recort. De 
caitivetz vers e de caitivetz serventes fez, e dis 
mal de las femnas e d'arnor. 

(He was one of the first troubadours that people remember. He 
composed gloomy vers and gloomy sirventes, and spoke ill of 
women and of love.)4 

That Marcabru was viewed as a figure of considerable literary stature 
by later generations is confirmed by the fourteenth -century MS R, 
which introduces a col1ection of his songs with the phrase: 'Aisi 
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comensa so de Marcabru que fo 10 premier trobador que fos' (,Here 
begin the songs of Marcabru, who was the first troubadour of all'), 
and by the fact that as many as six later troubadours and some four 
later writers all refer to the poet by name. ' The majority of these 
allusions corroborate the testimony of the vidas in their evocations of 
Marcabru as a sharp-tongued critic or rnaldizen. In the opinion of 
Matfre Ermengaud: 

Anc En Marcabrus non hac par 
de maldire ... 

(Sir Marcabru never had his equal in evil-speaking), 

and the troubadour MaTcoat seems to praise Marcabru for his caustic 
outspokenness: 

Anc pais mari Marcabrus 
ni Roilis perdet del mus, 
miels de mi no.ls entamen3. (28-30) 

(Since Marcabru died and Roilis lost part of his muzzle, no one 
tears strips off them (?) better than I do.)' 

An accomplished (rouvere named Marcabru also appears in the 
thirteenth-century Northern French romance, loufroi de Poitiers, as a 
character sent to the court of King Henry in London in search of his 
lord, 10ufroi.7 Upon finding him, Marcabru harshly criticises the 
count for neglecting his duties and responsibilities as seigneur: 

'Mauvais cuens lainiers et chaitis, 
Que fais tu en cestui pais? ... 
Certes mult ti fusse plus gent 
Que tu defendisses ta terre 
Que cha fusses folie querre.' (3675-84) 

(,Cowardly, contemptible and idle count , what are you doing here? 
It would have been much more fitting for you to have defended 
your lands rather than to have gone pleasure-seeking.') 

In these acerbic attacks it is more than tempting to see traces of the 
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survival of the troubadour's reputation as a ma/dizen.s 
The impact of Marcabm's compositions is attested by those of his 

fellows and successors, and his renown is reflected also in the 
comparatively large number of his songs which have been preserved 
by the MSS' These are characterised by their bitter denunciations of 
the avarice, immorality and degeneracy of his time: 

Due e rei senes messonja 
L1 'an primiee la boca clausa, 
Qu'ill fan de pauc fag gran nauza 
Quar Donars lur fai vergonha; 
Tan tern quecs que falha trama 
Per qu'en lur cartz non es visa 
Copa ni enaps d'argent, 
Mantells vairs ni pena grita. (XI,41-48)10 

(Dukes and kings, without a word of a lie, were the first to shut 
the mouth (of Proeza), for they make a great noise about very 
small deeds since (true) generosity puts them to shame; each one is 
so afraid that his money will run out - which is why at their courts 
you will not see cups or goblets of silver, nor fur mantles, nor 
other rich furs.) 

One of his most elaborate songs verges on the allegorical and bears 
traces of the clerical education with which modern scholars have not 
hesitated 10 credit him." Poem XXXIX develops the image of an 
immense tree with roots of Malvestatz which has grown to 
overshadow the whole world: from its branches, princes, counts and 
kings hang by the neck in nooses of Miserliness and, in its shade, so 
to speak, squat figures drawn from this particular poet's demonology, 
those adulterous husbands and corrupt, effete court officials whom he 
holds to blame for the degeneracy of society." Marcabru's songs are 
sprinkled with obscenities which scholars of a gentler age have 
hesitated to translate, and even more liberally sprinkled with scornful, 
smutty innuendo which the troubadour employs to expose and 
condemn promiscuity masquerading as courtly fin'amor.13 He attacks 
adulterous ladies of the aristocracy: 

Estas putas ardens cremans 
Pejors que ieu no.us saubra dir; 
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Tan lor sap bo 10 clau copar, 
Que non hi guardon dreg ni tort, 
Mas seth que mielhs las sap ronsar! (XXXIV, 31-35) 

(Those ardent, burning whores, worse than I would know how to 
tell you; it pleases them so much to 'cut the nail' that they pay no 
heed to right or wrong, but only to the man who knows best how 
to roll them over!)14 

Of his forty-one surviving songs, only six could be described as 
positive in tone: the remaining pieces are aggressively and 
relentlessly acrimonious, and yet the MS evidence demonstrates that 
they possessed an enduring appeal. " A modern reader might well 
wonder which magnate would welcome into his household a 
troubadour who specialised in compositions which include passages 
such as this: 

Moillerat, Ii meillor del mon 
Foratz, mas chascus vas faitz drulz, 

Que vas confon, 
E son acaminat Ii con 
Per qu'es Jovens forabanditz 
E vos en apell'om comutz. (IV, 31-36) 

(Husbands, you would be the best men in the world, but each one 
of you turns himself into a lover, which destroys you; and the 
cons are on the march, which is why youth is banished and men 
call you cuckolds.) " 

It is, on the face of it, difficult to reconcile the abrasive content of 
such works with the idea of their enjoying a favourable reception by 
his contemporary public. One of the thirteenth-century biographers 
appears to have experienced a similar problem for, according to 
legend, Marcabru was murdered by the outraged castellans of Guyenne 
who were exasperated by his repeated attacks. 17 

Against this background, I propose to attempt another examination 
of this intriguing troubadour's presentation of himself in his songs, 
in both a 'historical' and a literary light. 

It must be said straight away that there are severe limitations to a 
historical approach, since there is no documentary trace of Marcabru: 
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the only evidence concerning his life and career is found in scattered 
historical allusions contained in his often hermetic songs. 18 One may 
conclude from these that Marcabru's poetic activity spanned the years 
c.1129-1150, and that he travelled widely in South West France and 
Northern Spain, visiting the courts of Poi tiers, Toulouse, Leon and 
Barcelona. Several important figures can be listed among his probable 
patrons at one time or another: William X, duke of Aquitaine, 
Alfonso-Jordan, count of Toulouse, the Emperor Alfonso VII of 
Castile-Leon, and possibly also Ramon Berenguer IV of Barcelona. 
Marcabru may, in addition, have approached the courts of Portugal 
and Beam. 19 

From this fragmentary picture it is fairly safe to assume that 
Marcabru's means seem not to have been sufficient for him to 
maintain himself. In addition to needing an audience, as does any 
anist, he needed a patron. His 'approaches to Alfonso VII are 
accompanied by flattering and hopeful allusions to Alfonso's 
generosity: he calls the Spanish ruler a 'Iarc donaire' CAujatz de chan ', 
32), and it is the largesse which Alfonso may show to Marcabru 
which distinguishes him from the avaricious barons of Southern 
France.20 In the same song he says of them that ]oven is lost: 

pas ist baron an comensat I'estraire 
e passat don per pertuis de taraire. (11-12) 

(Since these barons have become miserly and passed their gifts 
through the eye of a needle.)" 

His complaints about seigneurial avarice are frequent. In Poem XI he 
reproaches the powerful for their uncourtly miserliness: 

Per qu'eo lur cortz non es visa 
Copa ni enaps d'argent, 
Mantells vairs oi pena griza. (46-48) 

(Which is why at their courts you will not see cups or goblets of 
si lver, nor fur mantles nor other rich furs.) 

Earlier research has shown that 'clothing or garments frequently 
appear ... (in the records) in enumerations of gifts' to performers, who 
were also rewarded with presents of gold and silver objects such as 
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goblets." 
To professional rivalry between jog/ars has been attributed the 

apparently venomous rep/ique by Marcabru to Alegret in the same 
song. While both Marcabru and Alegret deplore the decline in courtly 
values, particularly the exercise of largueza, in 'Ara pareisson lI'aubre 
sec', Alegret makes an exception of '10 senhor de cui es Occidentz' 
(35), understood to be Alfonso VI!." The closing lines of Marcabru's 
lament for the degeneration of society are thought to be an attack on 
Alegret who had replaced, or attempted to replace Marcabru in the 
Spanish Emperor's favour:24 

Alegretz, foils, en qual guiza 
Cujas far d'avol valen, 
Ni de gonella carniza? (XI, 65-7) 

(Alegret, you fool, however do you think you can make a worthy 
man out of a base one, or a fine shirt from a rough tunic (or a silk 
purse from a sow's ear)?) 

One of Marcabru's poetic dialogues could be understood as 
revealing something of the relations between a peripatetic player (XX, 
34-36) and a patron who claims to have no means of rewarding him 
(XX, 19-24). Aldric sends Marcabru away but adds: 

Quan lamaras 
Segurs seras 

De seignor, et ieu de joglar. (XX, 40-42) 

(When you return you will be assured of a lord, and I of ajog/ar.) 

Marcabru in his tum accuses Aldric of leading a life of profligacy and 
/uxuria and of having a spiteful tongue: 

De lengueiar 
Contra joglar 

Etz plus afilatz que milans. (XX, bis 31 -33) 

(In speaking against jog lars, you have a tongue sharper than a 
kite's beak.) 
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Whatever the connotations or status of the joglar at the time that 
these songs were composed, Marcabru does not explicitly reject the 
name, and this accords with the picture - hinted at in his other songs -
of a professional performer who both composed his own songs and 
performed them himself for a livelihood." 

In Marcabru's lyric dialogue with Uc Catola, as in that with Aldric 
del Vilar, the participants hurl such aggressive insults at each other 
that one is led to wonder whether the songs are indeed serious. It is 
quite likely that these slurs are part of witty exchanges rather than 
being serious, factual accusations. Although an invitation to a poetic 
debate does not imply social parity, the interlocutors in these cases 
may well have been good friends and the venomous poems involving 
Sir Aldric in fact a humorous exchange.26 

In addition to these two men - Uc Catola and Aldric - whoever they 
were, who do not seem to have belonged to the lowest social orders,21 
Marcabru seems to have had personal and perhaps friendly contacts 
with other, quite high-ranking figures. His relations with the Catalan 
nobleman, Guerau de Cabrera, with Jaufre Rudel, and Alfonso VII of 
Castile-Leon have led scholars to doubt that Marcabru was of merely 
humble origins, even given the freemasonry of artistic circles. 28 

The question of how Marcabru presents himself in terms of his 
contemporary social context becomes particularly interesting at this 
point. He identifies himself on several occasions with the soudadiers, 
as do a number of other troubadours." In one of his laments for the 
decline of the old nobility and, with them, the old values, he 
complains about their ignoble successors: they are prodigal with 
empty promises, 

don los claman flacs e bauducs 
ieu e tug l'autre soudadier. (23-24)30 

(Which is why I and all the other soudadiers call them weak 
bickerers (?).) 

The song 'Doas cuidas' is addressed to his 'compaigner', and it 
becomes clear that these also include soudadiers, who are disappointed 
in their aspirations to glory and riches. )l Marcabru uses the word 
nOs(re when talking about their state of mind, thus reinforcing the 
impression that he is referring to his peer-group.32 The troubadour's 
warning against the evil wiles of the whorish chimera is also directed 
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to the soudadiers 'by whom loi and similarly loven are upheld' 
(XLIV, 1-2). 

Who does Marcabru mean when he speaks of soudadiers? There are 
several possibili ties and each sheds a rather different light on 
Marcabm's self-presentation. If we focus at first on the secular and the 
military (as is suggested in 'Doas cuidas'), it is likely that the term 
includes, in a wide range of retainers who are in someone's payor 
solda, young knights who are without a fief or fonune for one reason 
or another, and who hire out their services. Such men would be 
distinguished by the fact that they were not born on the domaine of 
the lord they served, but nevertheless formed part of his household 
and, like its other members, looked to the lord for their subsistence 
and advancement. " Linda Paterson has shown that this state of 
expectant dependency is reflected in the lyric by the troubadours' 
references to the obligations of the rics to the soudadiers.34 Such loose 
groupings of 'trained professionals' , as they have been calied," can be 
seen as being composed of landless knights, men akin to Duby's 
iuvenes, and troubadours, all with interests in common in that, 
whatever their metier, all were dependent upon the generosity of their 
lord. 36 It must be said, however, that under these circumstances, the 
phrase 'interests in common' also covers intensely competitive 
jostling for position between individuals and factions. 

Marcabm's concern for the soudadiers may also be reflected in his 
numerous laments for the decline of loven and its lack of fulfilment, 
in those passages of his songs where it is possible that loven 
designates a social group rather than the courtly principle or virtue. 37 

This interpretation could apply in Poem VIII where Marcabm says 

Pesa.m de Joven car s'en fuig, 
C'a penas troba qui.! convit. (4-5) 

(It grieves me that loven flees away for it can hardly find anyone 
to welcome it.) 

Marcabru may be deploring the fact that there is no place for young 
men at the courts of miserly nobles, no welcome for the unplaced 
soudadier. Cercamon expresses a similar thought more explicitly: 

Per qu'ieu n'estauc marritz e cossiros, 
Que soudadiers non truep ab cuy s'apays, (VI, 32-33) 
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(I am sad and anxious because the soudadier can find no one to 
sustain him) 

and Marcabru condemns outright the man who starves 'sa maisnada' 
(XI,61). 

When Aldric says 'Reconogut! T'ai, Pan-perdut' (XX, 37-8), he 
may be directing a jibe against Marcabru the troubadour-performer
soudadier who has lost his patron and means of support ('bread'), and 
who is therefore seeking a new patron. 38 

The 'Pan-perdut' tag is fascinating. Rita Lejeune suggested that the 
expression should rather be understood to derive from pannum 
perditum, meaning 'coin perdu', 'lost land', and that it had come to be 
associated with people who come from such a 'lieu desert, isol", 
incuite', such as vagabonds" Aldric's pejorative words could also be 
rendered 'lambeau, marceau perdu', and since it is not very far from 
there to 'enfant trouve', she also wonders whether the whole story of 
Marcabru the abandoned child derives solely from this text." Given 
the reference to 'bread' in the metrically identical gap, it is equally 
likely than pan here derives from panem, but I also wonder whether 
Aldric's epithet could be understood to mean 'disinherited'?41 

If, rather than being of lowly birth, Marcabru were, for example, a 
younger son, as some have tentatively suggested, he would not only 
have identified with the values and aspirations of Joven, but would 
himself have belonged to that group." If he were one of a number of 
sons of a family of the lesser nobility, he may have been obliged to 
seek his fortune as a soudadier, whether by means of his intellectual, 
poetic skills, or by the sword, or both. Such a hypothesis would help 
to account for his apparent renewed searches for patronage, and for his 
complaints about the avarice of the seigneuriai classes which so 
damages the prospects of young men. It would also accord with the 
vidas' frequent references to 'poor knights' (milites minores) who take 
up a musical career.43 

There is little in all this to support the picture of Marcabru, 
inferred from the vidas, as ajoglar of lowly birth: in fact, apart from 
Marcabru, there are hardly any vilains in the alchemical social mix 
which produced the troubadours. Probably Marcabru himself should 
not be counted as a vilain at all. Recent work on Bemart de Ventadom 
has raised his supposedly lowly status. Firstly, it has indicated that 
this poet's humble origins are likely to be the result of the 
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biographers' literal interpretation of the stanza Peire d'Alvemhe 
devotes to BernaTt in his 'gal erie litteraire' - which was in tum a 
humorous Iiteralisation of imagery employed by Bemart in his own 
songs - and, secondly. it has uncovered the existence of a Bemardus, 
son of Eble de Ventadom, who reached manhood in the third quarter of 
the twelfth century.« The statement 'Oh, what a rogue and peasant 
slave am [' is, after all, no reliable guide to the status and origins of 
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark ... A similar process of transformation 
may account for our picture of Marcabru's humble beginnings. While 
one appreciates the difficult position of the authors of the vidas, the 
remark in MS K that Marcabru was 'fils d'una paubra femna que ac 
nom Marcabruna' cannot be taken at face value. It is derived, as the 
biographer acknowledges, from one of Marcabru's poems, a 
particularly dramatic and memorable song for which the musical 
notation survives and which is "transmitted by no fewer than nine 
MSS. There, according to Dejeanne's edition, the troubadour refers to 
himself as 'Marcabrus, fills Marcabruna' (XVIII, 67), but he goes on 
to explain how the circumstances of his birth have given him a 
privileged insight into the ways of love. Both the context and the MS 
traditions hint that this declaration is an unreliable basis for 
biographical inference." Even if we do accept it as containing sound 
data, the adjective 'paubra' needs 10 be accounted for. Perhaps the 
troubadour's complaints about seigneurial avarice suggested it to the 
scribe, or perhaps, as has been recently suggested, the author was 
adhering to rules governing the structure and content of biographical 
writings: the statement that his mother was poor would then have 
supplied the subject of the vida with a status or [ortuna." However, 
even if we concede that the vida's statement may contain traces of 
factual information now lost to us, David Herlihy's research into the 
use of matronymics in documents from Southern France and Northern 
Spain shows that it was customary for individuals - laity and clergy -
to identify themselves with reference to their mothers.47 Marcabru's 
words in Poem XVIII, even taken at face value. are no sure indication 
that he was a bastard, and they cannot justify the comment, which 
appears as a footnote to an otherwise sensitive and very sophisticated 
analysis of the lyric voice in 'AI departir del brau tempier', that 
'Marcabru ... was an illegitimate son of peasants'.48 

In his songs Marcabru classes himself with the dependent 
soudadiers, and his bitter criticisms of the evil girbaut and gardador 
may shed further light on this question. 
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Identification of these men is problematic. Lynne Lawner has 
focused on the socio-political context in which Marcabru, a 'poet of 
transformation', was composing, and stressed the need to recognise a 
link between 'the erotic and the political planes of Marcabru's 
discourse'." She argues that Marcabru apprehended the changes 
transforming twelfth-century society, and that he perceived these as a 
rapid erosion of the 'old order'. His songs therefore express a 
pessimistic conservatism, and he uses themes such as adultery and the 
bastardisation of the nobility in order to represent what he saw as the 
degeneration of the old order and the corruption of the old values" 
Among the targets of his criticism are the figures of the gardador and 
girbaut (,louts', 'churls') who appear to be ciphers in his songs, 
representing 'an indeterminate but very real evil penetrating the 
interstices of society'.51 Given that Marcabru was expressing his 
general unease through the medium of lyric poetry, his anxiety is 
translated in his songs into imprecise terms in which the group of 
evil infiltrators could at times be understood to be rival poets, or 
guardians of women's virtue who seduce their charges, or perhaps the 
products of changing economic and social forces, those curiales and 
domestici of Southern French courts whose activities threaten the 
status, livelihood and future prospects of the group with whom 
Marcabru identifies himself." 

If one understands soudadier to have the broad meaning of 'court 
dependent, retainer' - as do Richard Goddard and recent editors of 
Cercamon - this would also cover administrators, sirven, and officials 
engaged in running the household." It has been demonstrated that 
both Marcabru and Cercarnon received a clerical training, and it is not 
impossible that they exercised an administrative function, at the court 
of Poiliers, for example, in addition to their role as entertainers.54 The 
clerkly 'MaYstre' Cercamon holds 'sist sirven fals' to blame for 
alienating Joven, and for the fact that Miserliness rules the barons, 
and he says that the lords' slanderous advisors banish the soudadier." 
It appears that in Cercamon we have traces of the rivalries within the 
household and the competition for lordly favour which Duby sees as 
the source of the animation of court life." 

Some of Marcabru's songs seem to reflect similar rivalries and 
conflicts. 'A l'alena del vent doussa', for example, is apparently 
directed against a group of evil men whom the poet refers to as 
gardadors. He also describes them as 'aquist soldat' ('these hirelings'), 
and 'estraitz pia', which could be interpreted as 'stupid (pIa) and low-
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born or illegitimate'." By engaging sucb men, Marcabru argues, the 
lords become guazalhan ('animal leaseholders') and they 'melOn 
nostras molhers en joc' ('they put our women at risk ', 24-25). The 
lords enjoy only a share of their own wives, while the gardadors enjoy 
the other share. Marcabru complains that these men are 'encaritz' (13), 
well thought of or favoured by the lord. Moreover, he adds, 

cist fan la malvestat reban 
quan no.S fan donar non per oc. (34-35) 

(These men make evil increase when they cause us to be given the 
reply 'no' instead of 'yes'.) 

One of the interpretations of this hermetic passage may be that the 
wicked men have influence 'with the lord and use it to frustrate the 
requests and ambitions of Marcabru and his group. He calls them 
'guasta-pa' ('bread-spoilers', 13): could they be rivals in the household, 
'spoiling the bread', taking away the living of Marcabru and his 
fellow soudadiers? The troubadour may here be abusing men who 
have become established in the maisnada and in the lord's favour and 
who are blocking access to similar secure positions by others: 

Qu'entr'els non a clau ni meja 
qu'els non aion del plus preon 
e del frug 10 prim e.l segon. (31 -33) 

(For in their company there is no key or wall which prevents them 
from getting what is most well-hidden, both the first fruits and the 
second.) 

Perhaps one could carry this interpretation a little further and argue 
that the 'bread-spoilers' could be some sort of steward or household 
official trusted by the lord and who, in addition to the legitimate 
rewards of their office (the 'first fruits'?), extort or obtain more than 
they are entitled to (the 'second fruits '), thus siphoning off perks 
which might otherwise be distributed among the soudadiers on the 
periphery of the household." 

In his song about the tree of Malvestatz Marcabru also sp~aks of 
stewards. The fault he singles out in this polemic piece is avarice 
among the nobility. Wise men are deceived, he says, 
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per los acropitz penchenatz 
que tot jom demandon salutz, 
e demandon aco per ces; 
c'anc nuills francs hom non dec sofrir 
c'aitals gastaus fumos tengues. (XXXIX, 59-63) 

(by these base, primped-up dandies who continually ask for perks 
and who, moreover, demand these as their due. No noble man 
should ever tolerate such smoke-blackened stewards.)" 

The lord's attention and largesse are apparently directed towards such 
foppish courtiers, retainers with a steward's office who spend all their 
time lounging cosily by the fire.60 They are described as obtaining 
more than the legitimate rewards of their .office, more than the first 
fruits, since they demand 'perks ', salutz, which Du Cange glosses as 
'levies, exactions, gifts made over and above the censum which is 
due'" According to Marcabru, all this is to the detriment of Joven, 
which he describes as con/ondutz and frustrated (24-25). 

These stewards may be compared with the later Northern French 
seneschal, execrated for similar reasons in that those in charge of the 
household accounts would have been quite likely to restrain gestures 
of generosity to jog/ars and other impecunious riff-raff and, as 
administrators, they could restrict access to a patron or protector.62 

What Marcabru regards as malice may simply have been an example 
of a man doing his job conscientiously. 

Marcabm's 'girbaut de maiso' who cuckolds his lord (XXXI, 55-63) 
and the loutish 'guirbautz', companions of rich barons (XXIX, 19-30), 
could be understood as stewards. Girbaut itself is a loaded term in this 
connection. It is thought to have originated in the use of a proper 
name as a name typical of servants, and from the meaning 'servant'. 
'homme viI', the word came also to denote 'lout, libertine' .63 When 
Marcabru uses the term, he could be referring to lowly, churlish 
household menials, or he may be applying the epithet to officials of 
the lord's maisnada as a tenn of sneering abuse. An illuminating 
parallel can be found in Orderic Vital is: Professor Allen Brown refers 
to the passage in his study of the status of the Norman knight, and he 
points out that 'when the young count Waleran of Meulan, before his 
defeat at Bourgtheroulde in 1124 ... haughtily called the king's 
knights who opposed him "country bumpkins and mercenaries" 
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(pagenses et gregarios), he did so as an insult and not a sociological 
observation'." Marcabru's hostility to the girbautz could be 
interpreted as the resentment administrative upstarts inspired in other 
soudadiers who were leading a precarious existence and jockeying for a 
more secure position in the lord's favour. 

If, in the terms I have outlined, Marcabru's sympathies seem to lie 
primarily with some of the soudadiers of the seigneurial household, it 
may be illuminating to consider more closely the possible 
composition of his likely audiences. Maria Luisa Meneghetti's work 
leads her to the conclusion that, in the earliest phase of the troubadour 
lyric, there were relatively few courts where troubadours were 
welcomed, relatively few which can be demonstrated to have taken an 
interest in lyric poetry. It is only in the second half of the twelfth 
century that evidence can be found for an explosion of interest on the 
part of the aristocratic public, and this corresponded to a similar 
increase in the number of practising artists whose works have 
survived.6S Marcabru, then, could have been competing with his 
fellow-poets for the attention of a comparatively restricted public. 
Moreover, the conditions under which troubadour perfonnances were 
possible were also rather specialised: an intricate and sophisticated art
form required a very attentive and sensitive audience. Large court 
occasions and official celebrations would not themselves have fostered 
the creation of a calm and intense rapport between aupience and 
performer: rather the ideal conditions were as later described by 
Raimon Vidal's nostalgic joglar in 'Abrils issi'e mays intrava': 

E la nueg si fo. co yeu vi, 
mot tenebroz' apres manjar 
e.l solatz grans josta.1 foc clar 
de cavayers e de joglars 
adreitz e fis e dos e cars 
e suaus ad homes cortes; 
e no.y ac cridat ni pus mes 
peguezeza sol de primier. (158-65)66 

(And I saw that after the meal the evening was very dark, and 
beside the bright fire great conviviality (solatz?) was enjoyed by 
knights and joglars, fine and noble, gentle and esteemed, and mild
mannered towards courtly men; and there was no more commotion 
nor fooling about, except at first.) 
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What Raimon is describing is essentially the calm, relatively intimate 
context of the familia - the lord, surrounded by his nuiritz and the 
knights and soudadiers of his household.67 

Given the terms in which Marcabru presented himself, it would 
seem that he was addressing an audience composed largely of his 
peers, who would have shared the anxieties he expressed concerning 
the decline of 'Youth' opportunities and the disappearance of the 'old' 
values and virtues of generosity. Perhaps he was telling them exactly 
what they wanted to hear? The intellectual content and allusions of 
some of his songs also indicate that the alert, fashionable , young 
public may sometimes have contained an educated element.68 

There remains something of a question mark over the reaction of 
the most important member of his audience - the lord himself. After 
all, he it must have been who most often actually paid the piper, even 
though the piper had just denounced seigneurial avarice. Of course, 
the style of the performance could be finely judged in order to exempt, 
by implication, present company from the poet's scathing 
denunciations. 69 On the other hand, Marcabru's frequent use of vos in 
a number of songs would indicate that he did not always shrink from ' 
pointing the finger of accusation directly at his audience. 

If we consider Marcabru's use of the second person pronoun in the 
context of his emphasis on the first person singular, a rather different, 
less socially specific aspect of his self-presentation emerges.70 In his 
sirventes Marcabru stresses the individual nature of his own feelings 
and reactions. His highly personalised style is complemented by 
another feature of his songs: he refers to himself by name more often 
than almost any other troubadour.71 He names himself four times in 
connection with his poetic skills, in passages such as the opening 
stanza of 'Aujatz de chan': 

Aujatz de chan, com s'enans'e meillura, 
e Marcabrus, segon s'entensa pura, 
sap la razon e.l vers lassar e faire 
si que autr'om no l'en mot un pot traire. 

(Listen to how my song progresses and improves, and Marcabru, 
with his flawless judgement, knows how to make and bind 
together the theme and the song so that no one can extract a word 
from it.) 
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This is a form of self-advertisement which a number of other 
troubadours exploited, but Marcabru also names himself more than 
fifteen times in connection with the song's message: of the gardadors 
who seduce their charges, he declares that Marcabru knows who these 
shifty characters are ('A ralena'); the lord wears a cuckold's horns and 
his wife swells up with someone else's bastard, and he says that 
Marcabru declares this to be so (Xnbis); of the disappearance of 
largesse and courtly standards he says that Marcabru alone rails 
against this social scourge ('La vers comenssa'}.72 All save one of 
these references are found in the context of condemnation of vice and 
degeneracy, and nine concern adultery! ' It becomes clear that 
Marcabru is underlining the connection between his particularly 
outrageous subject-matter and his own name and personal opinions. 

Marcabru's name also appears on the Catalan nobleman Guerau de 
Cabrera's list of all the works which his unsatisfactory and ignorant 
joglar ought to know. Cabrera mentions the troubadours Jaufre Rudel, 
Eble II de Ventadom and a certain n'Anfos, together with their 
contemporary, Marcabru.14 He uses the honorific En for everyone but 
Marcabru and, although this could be taken as evidence that Marcabru 
was low-born, or a friend of Cabrera, or both, the editor points out 
that while the troubadours employ titles with a patronymic, they do 
not use them with a cognomen.75 

Marcabru plays on his own name in his songs - but was it really 
his own name? Is it not more likely to have been, like Cercarnon's, a 
professional soubriquet?" The name has been interpreted variously as 
meaning 'he who writes darkly or obscurely', or as 'Brown Mark' 
(indicating some kind of birth mark?), but to my knowledge no one 
has explored these suggestions any furthern Scholars have noted that 
there is no trace of the historical man, that his name is not to be 
found on any surviving historical document of the period, and Martin 
de Riquer attributes this to his supposedly lowly birth," but if 
'Marcabru' were an assumed stage-name, it would be unlikely to 
appear in charter witness-lists or any other official document. 

I can think of no way of testing this hypothesis, but if 'Marcabru' 
were a stage-name, it would be one particularly well-impressed on the 
public memory from the numerous self-references woven into his 
songs - 'so that no one can extract a word from it' , as he says - and by 
the time that his vidas were composed, all traces of the historical man 
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may have vanished so that, as the biographer says, 'no one ever knew 
who he was nor where he came from' (MS A). Perhaps all that 
remained was a vague awareness that Marcabru was not his original 
name, and this was translated by the biographer into the information 
that 'at that time his name was Pan-perdU!, but thereafter he was 
called Marcabru'.'9 

Marcabru's repeated self-references - using what was probably an 
assumed stage-name - may have attenuated the offensiveness of some 
of his remarks, and helped to save him from some of the more 
dangerous consequences of abusing his audience. Moreover, the 
association of the name with his poetic and ideological stance 
suggests that the stage-name was an indication of the stage-persona 
adopted during performances by the public entertainer. 

Mrs Rhoda Sutherland observed that, within the constraints which 
the lyric and aesthetic conventions' of the canso imposed upon the 
composer-performer, the poets specialised in creating for themselves 
an individual personality or the temperament of a certain type of 
lover" Elements of the roles they performed are woven into the texts 
of their songs. I suspect that what was true of the poet-lovers of the 
cansos is also true of the performer Marcabru. His moralising 
sirvenles contain the elements of his role of castiador - critic, 
castigator, reforming teacher - and the frequency with which he names 
himself reinforces the impression that he is anxious to impress upon 
the mind of his audience the association between the stage
personality, the name, and the critical message of his moralising 
songs. 

It also invites the conclusion that Marcabru made it his stock-in
trade to tell the nobility unpleasant home-truths and that he took a 
certain pride in his own plain-speaking and occasionally obscene 
bluntness: 

E morrai si nO.m n'esclaire (V, 6) 

(I'll die if I don't speak my mind about this subject), 

or 

Non puosc sofrir qu'als moilleratz 
Non diga lor forfaitz saubutz (XXXIX, 50-51) 
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or 

(I cannot keep myself from telling husbands their well-known 
faults), 

Estas putas ardens cremans 
Pejors que ieu no.us saubra dir. (XXXIV, 31-32) 

(These ardent, burning whores (are) worse than I would know how 
to tell you). 

That it was this dramatic, aggressive approach which the public 
appreciated is hinted at in 'Aujatz de chan', where Marcabru deplores 
the rise of Ma/yeslalz which dismays many people: this inspires him 
to take up arms (,sia guerrejaire', 7), for people like to hear him shout 
and rant,SI 

In Marcabru's poetic exchange with Aldric there may also be some 
indication of the way in which his physical performance 
complemented the content of his compositions. Aldric notes that 
Marcabru is thinking of moving on to another court (XX, 3) and adds: 

Grans er tos sens, 
Si ren sai prens, 

Per nuilla paor de chantar 
En rauca votz 
Que ruich e glotz 

E non glafilla n'aut ni clar. (13-18) 

(You will be very clever indeed to get anything/any reward here, 
for you are not afraid to sing(?) in your raucous voice that bellows 
and rumbles, and cannot reach the high, pure notes.)" 

Is this just humorously gratuitous slander, such as is found in Peire 
d'Alvernhe's 'Cantarai d'aqestz trobadors', or is it a clue to the actual 
style of delivery of Marcabru's fierce moralising?8J His harsh voice 
would have suited his harsh words, and his creation of a distinctive 
and vigorously abrasive poetic personality may be seen as canny 
professional exploitation of a gap in the market, as it were. Within 
the conventions of the moralising sirventes, the role of critical 
casliador offered scope for developing an individual stage personality. 
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The poet could explore the themes of corruption and social, spiritual 
decay which were fundamental to the Christian and rhetorical 
traditions of his society. and dramatise them lyrically.84 There are 
numerous parallels between his moral ising songs and sennonising 
techniques - indeed, this was how an anonymous trobairitz later 
depicted him: 

Qu'En Marcabrus, a ley de predicaire 
Quant es en gleiza ho den ant arador 
Que di gran mal de la gen mescrezen, 
Et el ditz mal de donas eyssamen. (23-28)85 

(For in the manner of a preacher in church or in front of a shrine 
who strongly criticises unbelievers, Sir Marcabru similarly spoke 
badly of ladies.) 

To this dramatic role the poet firmly fixed the label 'Marcabru'. 
Other troubadours pronounced similar moralising criticisms, but none 
associated their names with this stance with the same frequency as 
Marcabru: other troubadours introduced their names into their songs, 
but not in the context of a moralising polemic. Only Arnaut Daniel 
and Raimon de Miraval come close to equalling the number of 
Marcabru's self-references.86 By means of the associated rhetorical 
strategies, all three troubadours are, inter alia, laying claim to 
individuality and distinction, and associating their names with the 
lyric product.87 But in some respects Marcabru's self-affirmation may 
be of a slightly different order in that, in many of his sirventes, he 
appears to distance himself both from the distressing experiences 
evoked in the song and from the audience whom he says he is 
instructing: a pattern which recurs in his songs is of the lyric 'I' who 
announces his intention of telling 'vas ' about a different matter (such 
as the prevalence of promiscuity), or about their own failings.88 The 
inclusion of the troubadour's name serves to underscore this 
differentiation of the wicked and corrupt from the figure observing and 
judging: 

D'aqest flagel 
Marcabrus si coreilla, 

ses compaigno. (,Lo vers comenssa', 91 -93) 
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(Alone, without companion, Marcabru complains about this 
scourge.) 

If this is a voice crying in the wilderness, it nevertheless belongs 
to a figure who claims to possess superior knowledge and a privileged 
insight into the ways of the world,"' and who, by means of phrases 
such as '10 ditz Marcabrus' (Xnbis 35) and 'segon so que Marcabrus 
ditz' (IV MS I , 53), often constitutes himself as an authority on a par 
with Solomon, Ovid, or the other Scriptural sources he cites in his 
works: '~o dis Salamos e Daviz' (tenso, 32), or 'segon que ditz 
Salamos' (XXIX, 25), for example.90 That Guillem de I'Olivier later 
refers to Marcabru in the same way, as an auctor, is not surprising. 
since this is an essential part of the early troubadour's self
presentation. If Marcabru cites himself so often in his own works, 
this rather implies some assiImption of public awareness of his songs 
as a corpus, and that a historical audience would be familiar with 
Marcabru in his literary incamation.9 1 

His was perhaps a rather daring choice of dramatic role: he was not 
welcomed at the court of every magnate - 1/. that is. we are to believe 
his complaints about lack of remuneration and the occasional bitter 
remark about his difficulty in finding shelter and goodwill with the 
barons." On the evidence of the MSS, however, his distinctive style 
did have an enduring appeal, and his persona may have allowed him to 
get away with much in the way of caustic criticism - just as much 
was later tolerated in the outrageous but wise court fool.93 Dietmar 
Rieger was struck by the similarities between Marcabru's approach 
and modem satirical revues, and it is pleasing to find that a biography 
of the outspoken and controversial American entertainer, Lennie 
Bruce, is subtitled: The Comedian as Social Critic and Secular 
Moralist', epithets which modem critics have applied to Marcabru.94 

One may conclude that Marcabru also specialised in abusing his 
audience and, while moralising, the entertainer bit the hand he hoped 
would feed him. 

NOlES 

I An earlier version of this paper was given at a seminar at the 
Graduate Centre for Medieval Studies at the University of Reading, and 
benefited greatly from the comments anif suggestions made by the 
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participants. I am also indebted to Dr Sarah Kay of Girton College, 
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performed at the wedding feast in Flamenco (see R. Lavaud and R. Nelli, 
lou/re. Flamenca. Barlaam et ]osaphat, Paris 1960, v.702), and his 
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